
Enterprise forms automation 

WorldAPP is the most engaging version for a better way to compile and 

connect data. One, easy to use business platform can help great companies run 

better. No need to buy new expensive equipment. No manual work. Everything is 

stored in the cloud. 24/7 access. All you need is one link, your personal password 

and you are already on a team. Assign as many permission levels as you need: 

admin, user, executor, distributor or multi-access. No matter if you are a PR 

agency promoting products, or an HR department creating employee profiles, or a 

Retail Company selling products online all over the world or Franchise developing 

your business network. You will be able to transform your field operations with a 

mobile solution that works both online and offline on any mobile device. The 

Form.com mobile app is available for IOS, Android, smart phones, and tablets and 

as a desktop application for Windows. It is the most sophisticated software for 

improving your processes with Forms Automation. 

Forms automation is a worldwide computer system for dealing, invoicing and 

accomplishing paper-based forms, reviews, agreements, researches, contracts and 

other documents and pacts. The Form.com ensures constant improving and can 

help you be faster, more efficient and accountable. Make a step towards a paperless 

office. Create electronic forms customized to your business, and then connect your 

IT infrastructure for constant improvement. A fundamental achievement of the 

system is a capability to synchronize data with absolute security. 

WorldAPP ensures services in all possible scopes, for example, inspections in 

retail, management or transportation fields. Also, improves the process of 

optimization in environmental and many others industries, as well as in the 

Government agencies. Companies like Sony, Intel, BNP Paribas, American 

Airlines, CNA, Unilever, TESCO, and others rely on the Form.com to accomplish 

the automation process. Also, a system helps to collect, integrate and optimize 

data, inspect and compile audits and form workflow. For more than a decade 

WorldAPP has been helping companies of all sizes with innovative technologies. It 



is a global software company which provides organizations and companies with 

high-powered mobile data technology on the market. It helps to work with CRM 

systems. The versatile technology on the Form.com automates operations and 

resolves a solution that maps how you intend to distribute, access, complete forms 

across the enterprise and in the field. Every company still has business processes 

that are slowed down dramatically by complicated spreadsheets and endless mail 

attachments. Spreadsheets are hard to create, control and distribute. Things slowed 

down when internet connectivity isn’t always available or manual work enhances 

the gap between systems. This is when WorldApp can help the most. You can 

establish forms and tasks with data from 3rd Party systems or use context in 

inspection profiles uploaded to the platform. After forms are created, you can 

assign them to individual users or groups completing forms with corresponding 

user information. Our team will help with each process from front to back end. 


